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We Are the Nerds

2018-10-02

named a best book of 2018 by fast company this is a sharply written and brilliantly reported
shelf awareness look inside reddit the wildly popular often misunderstood website that has
changed the culture of the internet reddit hails itself as the front page of the internet it s
the third most visited website in the united states and yet millions of americans have no idea
what it is we are the nerds is an engrossing look deep inside this captivating maddening
enterprise whose army of obsessed users have been credited with everything from solving cold
case crimes and spurring tens of millions of dollars in charitable donations to seeding alt
right fury and landing donald trump in the white house we are the nerds is a gripping start up
narrative the story of how reddit s founders steve huffman and alexis ohanian rose up from
their suburban childhoods to become millionaires and create an icon of the digital age before
seeing the site engulfed in controversies and nearly losing control of it for good based on
christine lagorio chafkin s exclusive access to founders ohanian and huffman we are the nerds
is also a compelling exploration of the way we all communicate today and how we got here
reddit and its users have become a mirror of the internet it has dingy corners shiny memes
malicious trolls and a sometimes heart melting ability to connect people across cultures
oceans and ideological divides

Fake News

2020-02-18

new perspectives on the misinformation ecosystem that is the production and circulation of
fake news what is fake news is it an item on breitbart an article in the onion an outright
falsehood disseminated via russian bot or a catchphrase used by a politician to discredit a
story he doesn t like this book examines the real fake news the constant flow of purposefully
crafted sensational emotionally charged misleading or totally fabricated information that
mimics the form of mainstream news rather than viewing fake news through a single lens the
book maps the various kinds of misinformation through several different disciplinary
perspectives taking into account the overlapping contexts of politics technology and
journalism the contributors consider topics including fake news as disorganized propaganda
folkloric falsehood in the pizzagate conspiracy native advertising as counterfeit news the
limitations of regulatory reform and technological solutionism reddit s enabling of fake news
the psychological mechanisms by which people make sense of information and the evolution of
fake news in america a section on media hoaxes and satire features an oral history of and an
interview with prankster activists the yes men famous for parodies that reveal hidden truths
finally contributors consider possible solutions to the complex problem of fake news ways to
mitigate its spread to teach students to find factually accurate information and to go beyond
fact checking contributors mark andrejevic benjamin burroughs nicholas bowman mark brewin
elizabeth cohen colin doty dan faltesek johan farkas cherian george tarleton gillespie dawn r
gilpin gina giotta theodore glasser amanda ann klein paul levinson adrienne massanari sophia a
mcclennen kembrew mcleod panagiotis takis metaxas paul mihailidis benjamin peters whitney
phillips victor pickard danielle polage stephanie ricker schulte leslie jean thornton anita
varma claire wardle melissa zimdars sheng zou

Social Media and Sports

2020-07-08

social media communications play a huge role in the day to day operations of sport teams and
organizations both current and aspiring sport business professionals need to know how to best
leverage social media to meet their organizational goals and social media and sports with
resource will help pave the way by emphasizing the strategic creative and logistical elements
of effective social media practices beginning with foundational concepts students will first
examine the history of social media and its impact on sports they will learn about the
categories of content used including written content images produced video live video audio
graphics dynamic visuals and responses they will then gain a better understanding of the
social media environment by learning how to think about audiences and networks evaluating how
online communities act and interact and considering key issues that may be encountered the
final chapters of the text assemble the building blocks from previous chapters into practical
application covering brand management strategies and overall social media presence from the
perspective of a member of the sports media a representative of a team or league or an
individual athlete a related web resource reviewed annually to stay current with evolving
trends provides a detailed look into major social networks and their technological elements
plus best practices tips and tricks for utilizing a variety of social media platforms it also
examines content methodologies including podcasting live video and prerecorded video and it
discusses the use of social management software markers throughout the text refer students to
the web resource when additional related content is available learning aids for students
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include professional insights sidebars containing interviews with industry insiders these real
world examples and professional advice provide depth and context to each chapter s content key
points highlight important points end of chapter review questions promote practical
application and ensure content comprehension and bolded key terms are defined in an easy to
reference glossary social media and sports offers a practical approach to understanding social
media communications in the sports industry with application extending to those working in
journalism public relations broadcasting advertising and other sport business careers where
knowledge of effective social media usage will maximize career potential note the web resource
is included with all new print books and some ebooks for ebook formats that don t provide
access the web resource is available separately

Neo-Tribes

2018-03-28

this collection brings together perspectives drawn from a range of international scholars who
have conducted research into the applications of neo tribal theory the concept of the neo
tribe was first introduced by the french sociologist michel mafessoli 1996 to describe new
forms of social bonds in the context of late modernity this book critically explores the
concepts that underpin neo tribal theory using perspectives from different disciplines through
a series of theoretically informed and empirically rich chapters this innovative approach
draws together a recently emergent body of work in cultural consumption tourism and recreation
studies in doing so the book critically progresses the concept of neo tribe and highlights the
strengths weaknesses and the opportunities for the application of neo tribal theory in an
interdisciplinary way

Rotuli Curiae Regis. Rolls and Records of the Court Held
Before the King's Judiciars of Justices

1835

some vols include report of the society

The Publications of the Pipe Roll Society

1894

many users of the internet are aware of bots automated programs that work behind the scenes to
come up with search suggestions check the weather filter emails or clean up wikipedia entries
more recently a new software robot has been making its presence felt in social media sites
such as facebook and twitter the socialbot however unlike other bots socialbots are built to
appear human while a weatherbot will tell you if it s sunny and a spambot will incessantly
peddle viagra socialbots will ask you questions have conversations like your posts retweet you
and become your friend all the while if they re well programmed you won t know that you re
tweeting and friending with a robot who benefits from the use of software robots who loses
does a bot deserve rights who pulls the strings of these bots who has the right to know what
about them what does it mean to be intelligent what does it mean to be a friend socialbots and
their friends digital media and the automation of sociality is one of the first academic
collections to critically consider the socialbot and tackle these pressing questions

Socialbots and Their Friends

2016-12-01

because social media and technology companies rule the internet only a digital constitution
can protect our rights online

Lawless

2019-07-18

as a sequel to archaeogaming an introduction to archaeology in and of video games the author
focuses on the practical and applied side of the discipline collecting recent digital
fieldwork together in one place for the first time to share new methods in treating
interactive digital built environments as sites for archaeological investigation fully
executed examples of practical and applied archaeogaming include the necessity of a rapid
archaeology of digital built environments the creation of a harris matrix for software
stratigraphy the ethnographic work behind a human civilization trapped in an unstable digital
landscape how to conduct photogrammetry and gis mapping in procedurally generated space and
how to transform digital artifacts into printed three dimensional objects additionally the
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results of the 2014 atari excavation in alamogordo new mexico are summarized for the first
time

Practical Archaeogaming

2024-05-03

will the internet one day awaken as a conscious entity or do we need to design a structured
architecture in order to impart the quality of consciousness to the web in the present book
technovedanta an architecture for the internet as a arenet is proposed based on
stratifications derived from the indian philosophy of vedanta to create a functional mimic of
consciousness quasi consciousness the deep exploration in natures fundamental primacy of
consciousness led me to the hypothesis of a panpsychic theory of everything welcome to a
journey into the unfathomable realm of fantasy the chaotic soup from which successful
strategies are searched pruned and concretised to fulfil the cosmosemiotic imperative of ever
increasing complexity and meta variegation welcome to this book of books a modern clavicula to
engender the eschatological apotheosis of vedantic singularity welcome to the unusual marriage
between technology and vedanta

Technovedanta

2016-09-09

the time has come to say goodbye to the stigma on this occasion you will learn about the role
medical cannabis plays in neuropathic pain we will inform you about the repercussions of the
un recognizing the medicinal properties of cannabis we tell you about the permitted use of cbd
in the tokyo 2021 olympic games in the cannatrade section we inform you about the exponential
growth of the cannabis industry as a result of its legalization and research for medical
purposes in the cannagrow section we will teach you about the genetics behind cannabis strains
lastly in the cannamed section you will see the analysis of a study investigating the anti
cancer potential of cannabinoids and other components present in cannabis

Cannabis World Journals - Edition 3 english

2021-07-01

some vols include report of the society

The Publications of the Pipe Roll Society

1966

this book explains how to turn your manuscript into an ebook and use various online market
channels to sell it the opening chapters explain how to improve your book s prospects for
commercial success by writing hooks into your book and proofreading it it then describes how
to use facebook linkedin twitter goodreads and other social media networks to full advantage
in order to promote your book it explains how you can develop your amazon author page and
participate on relevant discussion boards how to set yourself up as reviewer and secure
endorsements for your book it explains how blogging and creating youtube videos can be useful
tools in building up a strong readership and fan base and covers how you can sell the foreign
rights to your book this book explains how to do all this and more in a detailed simple and
straightforward way

Publish and Promote Your Ebook in a Day

2013

mr big wealth starfield x reddit is your ultimate guide to mastering the game starfield if you
re looking to level up quickly and discover the best mods we ve got you covered with the help
of the reddit community we curate the most valuable insights and tips to enhance your gaming
experience get ready to embark on an epic journey in the immersive world of starfield armed
with the knowledge and support of fellow gamers on reddit level up find the best mods and
become a true master of starfield with mr big wealth starfield x reddit

Mastering STARFIELD: Leveling up Fast and Finding the Best
Mods with Reddit's Help

2023-09-18
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in this ebook we discuss how to effectively use social media channels to promote your book and
your brand twitter for example is the largest social bookmarking site on the internet today
with over 500 million users in 2012 it enables users to read and reply to short text based
messages tweets and helps users generate a following when linked to other social media
channels such as pinterest for example it can be a useful promotional tool for your book
likewise we explain how social cataloguing websites like shelfari with its book clubs and
forums and goodreads which allows users to rate and review books can help you and your book to
reach its intended market

Market Your Book on Twitter, Pinterest, and Goodreads IN A DAY

2013-05

search engines have become a key part of our everyday lives yet there is growing concern with
how algorithms which run just beneath the surface of our interactions online are affecting
society this timely new edition of search engine society enlightens readers on the forms of
bias that algorithms introduce into our knowledge and social spaces drawing on recent changes
to technology industries policies and research it provides an introduction to the social place
of the search engine and addresses crucial questions such as how have search engines changed
the way we organize our thoughts about the world and how we work to what extent do politics
shape search and does search shape politics this book is a must read for those who wish to
understand the future of the social internet and how search shapes it

Search Engine Society

2017-11-27

this book argues that online harassment communities function as alternate reality games args
where the collective goal is to ruin peoples lives framing these communities like args
highlights ways to limit their impact in the future partly through offering people better ways
to control their own safety online the comparison also underlines the complicity of social
networks in online harassment since the communities use their designs as tools social networks
know this and need to work on minimizing the problem or acknowledge that they are profiting
through promoting abuse

Gaming the Dynamics of Online Harassment

2020-11-12

management methodology and its applicability in society has changed drastically during the
covid 19 pandemic organizations have had to adopt new forms of resilience based on the needs
of a different consumer the covid 19 market is a challenge for both producers and consumers as
it meets new needs and a new capacity of merchandising the handbook of research on global
networking post covid 19 fully unleashes the broad potential of entrepreneurial activity by
exploring and highlighting new businesses and as a result the well being of millions of people
globally throughout the covid 19 pandemic and prospects for the future delving into topics
such as student empowerment economic sectors and personal finance this book is an essential
resource for managers ceos consultants faculty of higher education students researchers
policymakers and academicians

Handbook of Research on Global Networking Post COVID-19

2022-06-03

within the context of recent and ongoing plural pandemics such as covid 19 up ending lives
social and racial chaos and catastrophe political pressures and economic convulsions the
kaleidoscope of lived curricula learning through a confluence of crises offers a journey
through a collection of scholarly reflective creative pieces stories of lived curricula like a
kaleidoscope filled with loose pieces of simple colored glass and objects transforming into an
infinite variety of beautiful forms and patterns with the slightest turn the collection of
pieces in this book reflect images of the sky that nurtures life sun that illuminates
understanding earth that shifts and grounds us fire that is primal intending to spark and
extend curricular and pedagogical conversations and understandings this book provides a lens
through which to observe and experience how plural pandemics shifted the lived curricula the
colored glass and objects in the lives of others to surface contextualize confront and curate
challenges as well as celebrate the courageous and elevate and empower marginalized groups to
relate learn and heal through stories of lived curricula this beautiful collection brings
readers to an awareness understanding and appreciation of the lived curricula unlike they have
ever experienced before
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The Kaleidoscope of Lived Curricula

2021-11-01

this book explores the discrimination encountered and propagated by individuals in online
environments the editors develop the concept of online othering as a tool through which to
analyse and make sense of the myriad toxic and harmful behaviours which are being created
through or perpetuated via the use of communication technologies such as the internet social
media and the internet of things the book problematises the dichotomy assumed between real and
virtual spaces by exploring the construction of online abuse victims experiences resistance to
online othering and the policing of interpersonal cyber crime the relationship between various
socio political institutions and experiences of online hate speech are also explored online
othering explores the extent to which forms of information technologies facilitate exacerbate
and or promote the enactment of traditional offline offences such as domestic abuse and
stalking it focuses on the construction and perpetration of online abuse through examples such
as the far right the alt right and men s rights activists it also explores experiences of and
resistance to online abuse via examples such as victims experiences of revenge porn online
abuse and misogyny transphobia disability hate crime and the ways in which online othering is
intersectional finally the collection addresses the role of the police and other agencies in
terms of their interventions and the regulation and governance of virtual space s
contributions to the volume come from fields including sociology communication and media
studies psychology criminology political studies information science and gender studies online
othering is one of the very first collections to explore a multitude of abuses and their
relationship to information and communication technology

Online Othering

2019-04-23

serena williams and alexis ohanian are two of the most inspiring trend setting and
accomplished individuals in the world today experts and fans alike consider williams to be one
of the best tennis players in history the founder of reddit when he was just twenty two years
old ohanian has been called one of the brightest minds of his generation both individually and
together this couple is impressive and exciting this riveting volume describes their journeys
to success their romance elaborate nuptials and first years as parents informative sidebars
and a timeline help students contextualize the power couple s growth and their impact on
society

Serena Williams and Alexis Ohanian

2019-07-15

a cutting edge view of the digital humanities at a time of global pandemic catastrophe and
uncertainty where do the digital humanities stand in 2023 debates in the digital humanities
2023 presents a state of the field vision of digital humanities amid rising social political
economic and environmental crises a global pandemic and the deepening of austerity regimes in
u s higher education providing a look not just at where dh stands but also where it is going
this fourth volume in the debates in the digital humanities series features both established
scholars and emerging voices pushing the field s boundaries asking thorny questions and
providing space for practitioners to bring to the fore their research and their hopes for
future directions in the field carrying forward the themes of political and social engagement
present in the series throughout it includes crucial contributions to the field from a vital
forum centered on the voices of black women scholars manifestos from feminist and latinx
perspectives on data and dh and a consideration of indigenous data and artificial intelligence
to essays that range across topics such as the relation of dh to critical race theory capital
and accessibility contributors harmony bench ohio state u christina boyles michigan state u
megan r brett george mason u michelle lee brown washington state u patrick j burns new york u
kent k chang u of california berkeley rico devara chapman clark atlanta u marika cifor u of
washington maría eugenia cotera u of texas t l cowan u of toronto marlene l daut u of virginia
quinn dombrowski stanford u kate elswit u of london nishani frazier u of kansas kim gallon
brown u patricia garcia u of michigan lorena gauthereau u of houston masoud ghorbaninejad
university of victoria abraham gibson u of texas at san antonio nathan p gibson ludwig
maximilians universität munich kaiama l glover barnard college hilary n green davidson college
jo guldi southern methodist u matthew n hannah purdue u libraries jeanelle horcasitas
digitalocean christy hyman mississippi state u arun jacob u of toronto jessica marie johnson
johns hopkins u and harvard u martha s jones johns hopkins u annette k joseph gabriel duke u
mills kelly george mason u spencer d c keralis digital frontiers zoe leblanc u of illinois at
urbana champaign jason edward lewis concordia u james malazita rensselaer polytechnic
institute alison martin dartmouth college linda garcía merchant u of houston libraries rafia
mirza southern methodist u mame fatou niang carnegie mellon u jessica marie otis george mason
u marisa parham u of maryland andrew boyles petersen michigan state u libraries emily pugh
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getty research institute olivia quintanilla uc santa barbara jasmine rault u of toronto
scarborough anastasia salter u of central florida maura seale u of michigan celeste tường vy
sharpe normandale community college astrid j smith stanford u libraries maboula soumahoro u of
tours mel stanfill u of central florida tonia sutherland u of hawaiʻi at mānoa gabriela baeza
ventura u of houston carolina villarroel u of houston melanie walsh u of washington hēmi
whaanga u of waikato bridget whearty binghamton u jeri wieringa u of alabama david joseph
wrisley nyu abu dhabi cover alt text a text based cover with the main title repeating right
side up and upside down the leftmost iteration appears in black ink all others are white

Debates in the Digital Humanities 2023

2023-07-04

a unique approach to today s hottest new job in social media today s social community managers
use social media platforms and act as brand evangelists and community advocates from creating
viral content to crisis communication to leveraging community content social managers manage
online social communities and deal with what comes luckily the complete social media community
manager s guide essential tools and tactics for business success is the perfect resource for
how to do this increasingly high profile and crucial job the book features proven tactics and
techniques for effective management and includes more than 40 field tested tools and templates
if you re a social community manager learn how to grow a community and achieve the results you
need topics include a detailed guide to today s social media platforms how to organize and
successfully share content using metrics and reporting and more helps social media community
managers develop cultivate and convert their social media communities does a deep dive into
today s crucial social media platforms provides a complete toolkit of over 40 field tested
tools and templates on everything from how to craft a plan to developing an editorial calendar
tracking results and more explains how you can organize and successfully share content among
your target community and how to leverage that content to further amplify your message the
complete social media community manager s guide essential tools and tactics for business
success is a must have resource for one of the hottest new careers in today s social world

The Complete Social Media Community Manager's Guide

2013-01-04

although definition can vary to be a furry a person identifies with an animal as part of their
personality this can be on a mystical religious level or a psychological level in modern
western society having a spirit animal or animal identity can sometimes be framed as social
deviance rather than religious or totemic diversity jessica ruth austin investigates how
furries use the online space to create a furry identity she argues that for highly identified
furries posthumanism is an appropriate framework to use for less identified furries who are
more akin to fans fan studies literature is used to conceptualise their identity construction
this book argues that the furries are not a homogenous group and with varying levels of
identification within the fandom so shows that negative media representations of the furry
fandom have wrongly pathologized the furries as deviants as opposed to fans

Fan Identities in the Furry Fandom

2021-08-26

conspiracy theory discourses addresses a crucial phenomenon in the current political and
communicative context conspiracy theories the social impact of conspiracy theories is wide
ranging and their influence on the political life of many nations is increasing conspiracy
theory discourses bridges an important gap by bringing discourse based insights to existing
knowledge about conspiracy theories which has so far developed in research areas other than
linguistics and discourse studies the chapters in this volume call attention to conspiracist
discourses as deeply ingrained ways to interpret reality and construct social identities they
are based on multiple partly overlapping analytical frameworks including critical discourse
analysis rhetoric metaphor studies multimodality and corpus based quali quantitative
approaches these approaches are an entry point to further explore the environments which
enable the proliferation of conspiracy theories and the paramount role of discourse in
furthering conspiracist interpretations of reality

Conspiracy Theory Discourses

2022-11-15

by imparting crucial insights into the digital evolution of far right extremism and its
challenges this book explores how far right extremism has transformed utilising digital spaces
for communication and employing coded language to evade detection far right extremism has
spread extensively across online platforms flourishing within echo chambers these groups
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propagate different types of online and offline actions and advance their hateful ideologies
to a wide ranging audience this book highlights the issues surrounding far right extremism
which distinguishing it from terrorism and examining its contemporary digital manifestations
importantly it sheds light on how far right groups utilise online platforms for communication
radicalisation and on ground actions relying on alternative truths misinformation conspiracy
theories fashion and memes to connect with like minded individuals the book also addresses
content moderation challenges and the impact of rising populism in today s political climate
which fuels societal divisions and uncertainty far right extremism online is a valuable
resource for academics students analysts and professionals working in counter extremism
cybersecurity digital communication and national security it is also an indispensable guide
for those concerned about far right extremism in the digital age

Far-Right Extremism Online

2024-06-14

this volume constitutes the proceedings of the 11th international conference on social
informatics socinfo 2019 held in doha qatar in november 2019 the 17 full and 5 short papers
presented in these proceedings were carefully reviewed and selected from 86 submissions the
papers presented in this volume cover a broad range of topics ranging from the study of socio
technical systems to computer science methods to analyze complex social processes as well as
social concepts in the design of information systems

Social Informatics

2019-11-14

this book interrogates the role of quantification in stories on social media how do visible
numbers e g of views shares likes and invisible algorithmic measurements shape the stories we
post and engage with the links of quantification with stories have not been explored
sufficiently in storytelling research or in social media studies despite the fact that
platforms have been integrating sophisticated metrics into developing facilities for sharing
stories with a massive appeal to ordinary users influencers and businesses alike with case
studies from instagram reddit and snapchat the authors show how three types of metrics namely
content metrics interface metrics and algorithmic metrics affect the ways in which cancer
patients share their experiences the circulation of specific stories that mobilize counter
publics and the design of stories as facilities on platforms the analyses document how numbers
structure elements in stories indicate and produce engagement and become resources for the
tellers self presentation this book will be of interest to students and scholars working in
the fields of narrative and social media studies including narratology biography studies
digital storytelling life writing narrative psychology sociological approaches to narrative
discourse and sociolinguistic perspectives

Quantified Storytelling

2020-09-19

for most of human history the rules of power were clear power was something to be seized and
then jealously guarded under this old power we lived in a world of rulers and subjects now we
all sense that something has changed from metoo to harvey weinstein corbyn to trump from
youtube sensations to darker phenomena such as the emergence of isis in our new hyper
connected world ideas and movements can spread and flourish with astonishing force and speed
in new power jeremy heimans and henry timms confront the biggest story of our age and trace
how new power is the key to understanding where we are and will prosper in the 21st century
drawing on examples from business politics popular culture and social justice as well as case
studies of organisations like lego and ted they explain the forces that are changing the
course of our age in a world increasingly shaped by new power this book will show you how to
shape your future

New Power

2018-04-19

taking gangnam style seriously what internet memes can tell us about digital culture in
december 2012 the exuberant video gangnam style became the first youtube clip to be viewed
more than one billion times thousands of its viewers responded by creating and posting their
own variations of the video mitt romney style nasa johnson style egyptian style and many
others gangnam style and its attendant parodies imitations and derivations is one of the most
famous examples of an internet meme a piece of digital content that spreads quickly around the
web in various iterations and becomes a shared cultural experience in this book limor shifman
investigates internet memes and what they tell us about digital culture shifman discusses a
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series of well known internet memes including leave britney alone the pepper spraying cop
lolcats scumbag steve and occupy wall street s we are the 99 percent she offers a novel
definition of internet memes digital content units with common characteristics created with
awareness of each other and circulated imitated and transformed via the internet by many users
she differentiates memes from virals analyzes what makes memes and virals successful describes
popular meme genres discusses memes as new modes of political participation in democratic and
nondemocratic regimes and examines memes as agents of globalization memes shifman argues
encapsulate some of the most fundamental aspects of the internet in general and of the
participatory 2 0 culture in particular internet memes may be entertaining but in this book
limor shifman makes a compelling argument for taking them seriously

Memes in Digital Culture

2013-10-04

ambient diagnostics addresses innovative methods for discovering patterns from affordable
devices such as mobile phones watches cameras and game interfaces to interpret multimedia data
for personal health monitoring and diagnosis this is the first comprehensive textbook on
multidisciplinary innovations in affordable healthcare from sensory fusion pattern detection
to classification connecting the dots the material in this book combines sensing pattern
recognition and visual design and is divided into four parts which cover fundamentals
multimedia intelligence pervasive sensors and crowdsourcing the author describes basic pattern
discovery models sound color motion and video analytics and pattern discovery from games and
social networks each chapter contains the material s main concepts as well as case studies and
extensive study questions contains overviews about diagnostic sensors on mobile phones
reflects the rapidly growing platforms for remote sensing gaming and social networking
incorporates cognitive tests such as fatigue detection includes pseudo code and sample code
provides vision algorithms and multimedia analytics covers multimedia intelligence extensively
ambient diagnostics includes concepts for ambient technologies such as point and search the
pill camera active sensing with kinect digital human labs negative and relative feature spaces
and semantic representations the book also introduces methods for collective intelligence from
online video games and social media

Ambient Diagnostics

2014-12-01

a compelling vision of where the internet should go and how to get there sam altman ceo openai
a potent exploration of the power of blockchains to reshape the future of the internet and how
that affects us all from technology entrepreneur and startup investor chris dixon the internet
of today is a far cry from its early promise of a decentralized democratic network of
innovation connection and freedom in the past decade it has fallen almost entirely under the
control of a very small group of companies like apple google and facebook in read write own
tech visionary chris dixon argues that the dream of a creative entrepreneurial internet doesn
t have to die and can in fact be saved with blockchain networks he separates this movement
which aims to provide a solid foundation for everything from social networks to artificial
intelligence to virtual worlds from cryptocurrency speculation a distinction he calls the
computer vs the casino drawing on a 25 year career in the software industry dixon lucidly
shows how the history of the internet has been defined by three distinct eras that have
brought us to the critical moment we re in today the first was the read era in which early
networks democratized information the second was the read write era in which corporate
networks democratized publishing we are now in the midst of the read write own era sometimes
called web3 in which blockchain networks are granting power and economic benefits to
communities of users not just corporations read write own is a must read for anyone internet
users business leaders creators entrepreneurs who wants to understand where we ve been and
where we re going it provides a vision for a better internet and a playbook to navigate and
build the future a must for anyone who wants to better understand the real potential of
blockchains and web3 to drive even greater innovation robert iger ceo disney fascinating a
refreshing and radical new take at a time when we need fresh thinking more than ever mustafa
suleyman co founder of deepmind and author of the coming wave

Read Write Own
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the overflow of information generated during disasters can be as paralyzing to humanitarian
response as the lack of information this flash flood of information social media satellite
imagery and more is often referred to as big data making sense of this data deluge during
disasters is proving an impossible challenge for traditional humanitarian
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the routledge companion to gender and science fiction is the first large scale reference work
of its kind critically assessing the relations of gender and genre in science fiction sf
especially but not exclusively as explored in speculative art by women and lgbtq artists
across the world this global volume builds upon the traditions of interdisciplinary inquiry by
connecting established topics in gender studies and science fiction studies with emergent
ideas from researchers in different media taken together they challenge conventional generic
boundaries provide new ways of approaching familiar texts recover lost artists and introduce
new ones connect the revival of old hate based politics with the increasing visibility of
imagined futures for all and show how sf stories about new kinds of gender relations inspire
new models of artistic technoscientific and political practice their chapters are grouped into
five conversations about the history of gender and genre theoretical frameworks subjectivities
medias and transmedialities and transtemporalities that are central to discussions of gender
and sf in the current moment a range of both emerging and established names in media
literature and cultural studies engage with a huge diversity of topics including eco criticism
animal studies cyborg and posthumanist theory masculinity critical race studies indigenous
futurisms black girlhood and gaming this is an essential resource for students and scholars
studying gender sexuality and or science fiction

Digital Humanitarians

2015-01-06

putting strategy front and center this public relations writing textbook coaches students to
readiness for a career as an effective strategic communicator the book focuses on the
strategic aspect of public relations writing that distinguishes it from other writing such as
journalistic or academic it highlights the essential types of writing necessary for effective
public relations in multiple media channels demonstrated by contemporary cases direct from
practitioners working today overviews of the various tactical formats that must be mastered
for powerful strategic public relations ranging from social media posts and website updates to
podcasts speeches and infographics prepare students to be effective and up to date
professionals full of examples and exercises the book s strength is in its practical utility
for career preparation and success this text is suited to public relations writing courses at
the undergraduate and postgraduate level particularly those with a focus on strategy or that
combine strategy and writing into one course online resources include chapter outlines a
testbank sample homework paper and portfolio building assignments and lecture slides they can
be accessed at routledge com 9781032163871

The Routledge Companion to Gender and Science Fiction

2023-02-10

combatting cyber terrorism a guide to understanding the cyber threat landscape and incident
response planning in his second book with it governance publishing richard bingley s
combatting cyber terrorism a guide to understanding the cyber threat landscape and incident
response planning analyses the evolution of cyber terrorism and what organisations can do to
mitigate this threat this book discusses definitions of cyber terrorism ideologies and
idealisations that can lead to cyber terrorism how threat actors use computer systems to
diversify complicate and increase terrorist attack impacts the role of big tech and social
media organisations such as x formerly twitter and instagram within the cyber threat landscape
and how organisations can prepare for acts of cyber terrorism via security planning and
incident response strategies such as iso 31000 iso 27001 and the nist cybersecurity framework
increasingly cyber security practitioners are confronted with a stark phrase cyber terrorism
for many it conveys fear and hopelessness what is this thing called cyber terrorism and what
can we begin to do about it malicious minded ict users programmers and even programs including
much ai powered software have all been instrumental in recruiting inspiring training executing
and amplifying acts of terrorism this has resulted in the loss of life and or life changing
physical injuries that could never have occurred without support and facilitation from the
cyber sphere these types of attacks can be encapsulated by the phrase cyber terrorism the
internet is an integral part of everyday life for the vast majority of organisations and
people access has become viewed as an essential human right and a prerequisite of citizenship
and societal belonging despite well meaning interventions by a range of influential
stakeholders tech companies governments police and academia our computer networks remain
riddled with cyber threats accessing terrorism content does not require much in the way of
research skills technical ability or patience this book recounts case studies to show the
types of threats we face and provides a comprehensive coverage of risk management tactics and
strategies to protect yourself against such nefarious threat actors these include key
mitigation and controls for information security or security and hr related professionals
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this monograph discusses software reuse and how it can be applied at different stages of the
software development process on different types of data and at different levels of granularity
several challenging hypotheses are analyzed and confronted using novel data driven
methodologies in order to solve problems in requirements elicitation and specification
extraction software design and implementation as well as software quality assurance the book
is accompanied by a number of tools libraries and working prototypes in order to practically
illustrate how the phases of the software engineering life cycle can benefit from unlocking
the potential of data software engineering researchers experts and practitioners can benefit
from the various methodologies presented and can better understand how knowledge extracted
from software data residing in various repositories can be combined and used to enable
effective decision making and save considerable time and effort through software reuse mining
software engineering data for software reuse can also prove handy for graduate level students
in software engineering

Combatting Cyber Terrorism - A guide to understanding the
cyber threat landscape and incident

2024-05-09

uncover the hidden systems created by the most powerful tech companies in the world that are
determined to stop donald trump journalist allum bokhari has spent four years investigating
the tech giants that dominate the internet google facebook youtube twitter he has discovered a
dark plot to seize control of the flow of information and utilize that power to its full
extent to censor manipulate and ultimately sway the outcome of democratic elections his
network of whistleblowers inside google facebook and other companies explain how the tech
giants now see themselves as good censors benevolent commissars controlling the information we
receive to protect us from dangerous speech they reveal secret methods to covertly manipulate
online information without us ever being aware of it explaining how tech companies can use big
data to target undecided voters they lift the lid on a plot four years in the making a plot to
use the power of technology to stop donald trump s re election

Mining Software Engineering Data for Software Reuse

2020-03-30

this fresh inspiring call to community and connection from an entrepreneur and leader is
perfect for anyone feeling alone and ready to set off on a journey to true belonging many of
us feel more alone than ever despite living in the most connected society in human history we
need to belong in the same way that we need oxygen our physical bodies require it we perform
better and have greater successes as individuals when we are connected to the collective join
author natalie franke as she shares her story of longing for connection in the chaos and
lessons learned on her journey to true belonging together we ll uncover how to kick scroll
induced jealousy to the curb and transform the way that social media makes you feel about
yourself and others overcome loneliness by finding your people and cultivating true community
in your personal and professional world strike the balance between camaraderie and competition
so that you can live a deeply fulfilled and joyful life human beings are not highlight reels
we re done fanning the flames of comparison drowning in our insecurities and being pitted
against one another we re saying no to the endless rat race of getting ahead and goodbye to
the narratives that leave us feeling left out and alone we are destined for something better
we re made for so much more because knit into the fabric of our dna we were built to belong
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